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“There is nothing more
exhilarating than to be shot at
without result.”
-Churchill

What Accent?
By Bill Melcher ~ Daily Bull

Coming from downstate, the
difference in speech patterns is quite astonishing. If
you’re not from down under
or are ignorant, allow me
to explain. Michigan DOES
have an accent, no matter
how many times we tell ourselves otherwise.
It’s simple: open your mouth
as little as possible so most
of the sound comes out
your nose, and be sure to
emphasize then vowels as
much and as nasally as possible.
Most people don’t even notice. This “Michigan” accent
is not musical or attractive;
in fact it makes me grimace
on occasion. Back home
when my boss would end
a phone call, without fail she
said “kayyy … THENKS …
mmBAI.”
Y’all thought “bai” came from
the internet. That shit came
from southwestern Michigan.
Some say “waynt” instead of
...see DAS BOOT TIME on back
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The Daily Bull is probably not suitable for those under age 18 and should not be taken seriously... like Kiss Club!

Doe Season

Maze of Insanity

By Olivia Zajac ~ Daily Bull

Another perspective on the infamous 1) They dress in something other than
“dear season” question... mwahaha!
jeans, a T-shirt and flip flops/not-heels.
These young Does have yet to adapt to
A wondrous event is taking place on the new environment, and haven’t figure
campus; Open Season. No, not the out they really don’t have to try so hard.
one that requires actual guns, but the
“Damn, look
2) Does
at his guns!”
with travel
kind of guns.
in packs.
It is Doe SeaWhy? Safety
son on camin numbers.
pus.
While most
Does actuWhat is Doe
ally desire to
Season, you
be picked
a s k ? W h y,
out of the
look around
herd, they’re
you! Those
a bit too
wide eyed
scared of
freshman girls
the number
are ripe for
of people
the taking,
who don’t
and there
shower/use
Just look at the size of her rack! Holy hell Batman! Amazing!
aren’t enough
deodorant/
for everyone. Now, you may have a few change clothes from the night before.
questions, such as “How can I tell if a girl
is a freshman?” or “Is there a way I can 3) Make-up, and lots of it. Adapted
tell if there are any Does left for me?” or Tech girls have realized that anything
“Why the hell is a chick the one writing past some chapstick and possibly
this article?” Anyhow, I’ll provide you mascara is just not needed on a day
with your very own field guide of find- to day basis.
ing these elusive single girls on campus:
4) They will carry a backpack AND a

...see Bambi on back

Just when you thought it didnt get crazier:
K-DAY booth. GO GO GO!

Brought to you by Jeremy ‘Mr. Sunshine’ Loucks

GO!
Have an idea for a maze obstacle? Hit us up at bull@mtu.

The now-not-utterly-useless-Wingdings
By Jeremy Moore ~ Daily Bull

Jim and Clara enjoyed , in fact they loved it so much that they
decided to have it on the roof. Jim was very  so he asked
Clara if he could taste her . She said yes, and Jim enjoyed every
lick, slurp, and bite of Clara’s juicy .
Clara figured since Jim got some of her , she could get some of
his . Of course he said yes, what man wouldn’t say yes to a girl
asking him for his ?
After Clara and Jim finished, Clara licked every last drop of  off of
Jim’s  because she loved it so much, and a lot of  had
spilled onto Jim’s .
To get the whole story, please use the translation table below:
-a
-i
-q
-y

-b
-j
-r
-z

-c
-k
-s

-d
-l
-t

-e
-m
-u

-f
-n
-v

-g
-o
-w

-h
-p
-x
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Comic by Stephen Whittaker

... Bambi from front

purse. This still baffles me. There is no
point to carry that much crap with you
to classes. Yet, they haven’t figured
this out, even if they have to trek the
McNair Hill.
5) Does will be brave enough to stare
down males. And by stare down,
I really mean stare at the most buff
buffman that walks in front of them,
and scowl and turn up their noses at
those males who do not meet their
standards.
Don’t let the name fool you! Tech
Does are not always as docile as the

cute ones in Disney movies. These
Does think they’re hot shit because
they go to a school where the word
“ratio” strikes fear into hearts and
groins of anyone with a penis. One
was quoted as saying, “Like, there are
about 10 guys to every girl walking
around on campus. Why wouldn’t
they want me? I’m even using a Bumpit and they think my hair just does that!
I don’t even think that guys know what
a Bump-it is…” She then continued to
blather and about three guys walking
by started fighting over “the one with
the huge hair”.

And on the note of hair, don’t assume
that long hair equals girl. When you
go to a school where people forget
to shower, you can be damned sure
they’ll forget about haircuts. Don’t go
tackling what you think may be a girl
from behind in hopes of dragging her
back to your dorm. Both heads may
be disappointed when the tackled
person turns out to be a skinny dude
with long, luxurious hair.
Have fun with Doe Season, as it is
short lived. Good luck to those in the
hunt, and be aware, we know that’s
not a calculator in your pocket.

... DAS BOOT TIME from front

“wait”. Others yet add syllables to the
ends of words. They don’t seem to
be aware of what is happening, and
are oblivious to the butchering the
English language is enduring under their
command.
For instance: “I know-ah”.
There
aren’t any hard vowels in “know”, so
what did we do? Added one. That’s
how we roll in the Bible belt. “Stahp
it”. Nope.
Janice from “Friends”
sounds like she
was born in New
York and raised in
“Ian Ahrberr”. If
you’re from Minnesota, this article
is likely lost on you,
but perhaps I’ve
opened the ears
of some downstaters. Every time
I come here, it’s a
comfort to hear
the soft, homely,
musical Yooper/
Canadian accent.
Have a good one,
eh?

Coming soon to a TV near you! Be ready for a jet of shurikens when Squirtle uses ninja surf!

